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MX3D has finally realized its ambitious plan to install what's described as the world's first 3D-printed steel bridge ... installed on the bridge are being used to collect structural measurements ...
World's first 3D-printed stainless steel bridge spans a Dutch canal
Installed across a canal in Amsterdam’s Red Light District, the world’s first 3D-printed stainless steel bridge took just six months to print. It was designed by Joris Laarman Lab, engineered by Arup, ...
Where is the world’s first 3D-printed steel bridge?
The poor condition of some structural supports and steel braces are among the reasons the Montana Department of Transportation this week issued a weight restriction for a major bridge in downtown ...
Old concrete, steel components behind temporary weight limit on Beartracks Bridge
The long-anticipated stainless steel 3D printed Smart Bridge has finally been unveiled in Amsterdam’s Red Light District.
Amsterdam’s 3D Printed Steel Bridge Is Finally Open
The global steel long products market size is expected to reach USD 720.1 billion by 2027 registering a CAGR of 5.5%, according to a new report by Grand View Research, Inc. Modera ...
Steel Long Products Market Worth $720.1 Billion By 2027 Growing At A CAGR Of 5.5% | Grand View Research, Inc.
The bridge, which is over four years in the making and is led by Dutch company MX3D, will be a "living laboratory" in Amsterdam's city center. Using its vast network of installed sensors, Imperial ...
World's first 3D-printed steel footbridge unveiled by robot
An innovative 3D bridge printed from steel has been opened in Amsterdam’s red light district. The MX3D bridge, first proposed in 2015, was opened on Thursday by Dutch queen Máxima and is now open to ...
3D printed steel bridge opens in Amsterdam
With its commitment to innovation that benefits San Antonio and beyond, researchers in the UTSA College of Engineering and Integrated Design are studying a variety of challenges that could help ...
UTSA researchers renowned for expertise in civil and structural engineering
Crews have already installed 10 miles of steel cable inside the bridge. SDOT says they're on track to reopen the bridge by mid-2022.
West Seattle Bridge Repairs Could Begin As Early As October
The District of Columbia plans to replace a pedestrian bridge that collapsed June 23 after being struck by a truck.
Collapsed DC Pedestrian Bridge To Be Rebuilt Within Three Years
British Steel ... steel structural sections. Self-protecting, durable and attractive, weathering steel is ideal for a whole range of outdoor structures in exposed locations including bridges ...
British Steel Launches Weathering Steel Structural Sections
A bridge over the Monocacy River on Md. 28 in southern Frederick County will be closed over three upcoming weekends while the State Highway Administration repairs some steel and applies ... is the ...
Work on Md. 28 bridge to cause detours
Construction is underway to widen the bridge deck. Degradation of some of the structural supports was ... side found that some gusset plates — steel plates that tie bracing and/or beams to ...
More details released on Beartracks Bridge weight restriction
The world's first 3D printed bridge was unveiled in Amsterdam's Red Light District on Thursday. The bridge -- weighing just over 9,900 pounds -- was created by torch-wielding robotic arms that welded ...
First 3D-printed bridge opens to public in Amsterdam
A bridge repair project in a Bethel Park neighborhood is expected to begin next month. Alternating traffic patterns along Beagle Drive Bridge will take place mid-August and last about four weeks.
Beagle Bridge in Bethel Park to be repaired
The overall project is now about 40% complete and should be finished next year, within its original schedule, Waco senior parks planner Tom Balk said.
Tarp removal reveals progress on $12.5 million Waco Suspension Bridge redo
The Wisconsin Department of Transportation say they are cautiously optimistic Green Bay’s Mason Street Bridge will reopen to traffic by the end of July. The DOT gave an update on repairs Thursday ...
DOT optimistic Mason Street Bridge will reopen by end of July
To prove that concept, a Dutch company called MX3D installed the world's first 3D-printed steel footbridge in Amsterdam's city center. Queen Máxima of the Netherlands unveiled this novel new bridge on ...
Amsterdam Receives World's First 3D-Printed Steel Bridge
The world’s first 3D-printed steel structure has been unveiled in Amsterdam that comes with an array of sensors to make the city’s centre a “living laboratory”.
3D-printed steel bridge loaded with sensors opens for pedestrians in Amsterdam
The world's first 3D-printed steel structure, a 'living laboratory' bridge developed by Imperial and The Alan Turing Institute, has been unveiled by a robot in Amsterdam.
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